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Atomistic simulation is used to study flow in the vicinity of the advancing~wetting! and receding
~de-wetting! solid–liquid–vapor contact lines of a two-dimensional~in the mean! liquid drop in
thermodynamic equilibrium with its own vapor and moving steadily on an atomically smooth solid
surface under the influence of an applied body force. Wetting and de-wetting are found to be
asymmetric, counter to some predictions based on linear theory. There is a rolling flow of the liquid
in the drop and a dividing streamline extends from the wetting common line into the displaced vapor
as observed macroscopically. At the de-wetting common line there is substantial evaporation, which
alters the flow field behind the drop. Evaporation is also observed above the advancing contact line,
but there is a net mass flux into the drop right at the contact line. There is evidence of slip flow just
in advance of the wetting contact line, but not at the de-wetting line. Results are discussed in the
context of phase-field models. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1565112#
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It is well understood that standard hydrodynamic mod
with a no-slip wall boundary condition and zero mass fl
phase boundaries are unphysical where a liquid–vapor p
boundary moves across a solid surface. The interface mo
but the fluid on the solid cannot if the no-slip condition
enforced. This leads to a flow which is permitted kinema
cally but has a stress singularity for standard constitu
relationships.1 To avoid this, slip boundary conditions2–4 and
a mass fluxes through the interface5–7 have both been pro
posed. Both can relieve the stress singularity. Evapora
and condensation mass fluxes have been modeled
phase-field equations that couple the flow to a chem
potential.5–7 Unfortunately, both the slip and phase-fie
models are for atomic-scale regions that are unobservab
experiments.

In this Letter we make new observations of the flow
the vicinity of the wetting and de-wetting triple lines of
small liquid roll ~a drop that is two-dimensional in the mea!
moving on an atomically smooth solid substrate in equil
rium with its own vapor~Fig. 1!. This flow is studied by
simulating the trajectories of 6016 atoms, of which 1760
in a face-centered cubic solid phase with an exposed~100!
surface and 4256 are in fluid phases, either liquid or va
The atoms interact via the Lennard-Jones pair potential,

u~r !54«abF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G .
The size parameters is the same for all interactions. Th
stiff solid wall is modeled by setting«ss5100« f f5100«.
The fluid–solid interaction energy is« f s50.562«, which
L331070-6631/2003/15(5)/33/4/$20.00
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gives an anticipated contact angle ofu'cos21(2«sf /«21)
583°.8 This formula neglects interactions with the gas pha
and the atomic structure of the interfaces, so we use it o
as a guideline for choosing«s f . Interactions were truncate
at r c52.5s, which is a common measure taken to acceler
simulations by reducing the number of interactions that m
be computed. The surface tensiong is the only parameter we
use that is significantly sensitive to this procedure. For
temperature of our flow,T51.0«/kB , g is about a factor of
two less than itsr c→` value9 but well defined nonetheless
The observed equilibrium liquid–vapor density ratio
r l /rv512.1. The triply periodic simulation domain had d
mensions Lx3Ly3Lz577.78r o352.33r o35.66r o . For
clarity we normalize dimensions byr o521/6s which is the
zero-force radius and thus a good definition of the atom
diameter. Previous atomistic simulations of moving cont
lines10–12 have illuminated some of the mechanics, but ha
not provided flow statistics in both the liquid and displac
vapor for a steadily advancing contact line, so they have
been able to investigate the possible role of flow driv
phase change.

Newton’s equation of motion was integrated numerica
using the popular velocity Verlet algorithm with a time ste
of Dt50.0046Ams2/«. Flow was induced by a constan
force acting on every fluid atom in the negativex direction.
Net momentum was conserved by applying an equal
opposite net force to the wall atoms. Viscous heating w
countered by periodically rescaling the atomic velocitie
which, of course, violates the strict statistical mechanical f
malism of the ensemble, but in practice the results we rep
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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are utterly insensitive to this rescaling because the visc
heating was so slow.

Statistical quantities were computed in an array of 1
3100 data bins inx andy in a frame fixed inx to the drop’s
center of mass and iny to the wall’s center of mass. Eac
time step, mean values of flow quantities in each bin w
accumulated for time averaging. For the results presen
here, statistics were accumulated in several ensembles o
net simulation time of 93106Ams2/«. Such a long simula-
tion was necessary to converge velocity statistics si
atomic velocities were;103 times higher than mean flow
velocities.

We report two cases in this Letter. One has a driv
force three times stronger than in the other, but they
otherwise identical. Relevant parameters are listed in Tab
We are in a low-Weber-number and low-capillary-numb
regime. The Peclet number is near unity and we will inde
see a qualitative change in behavior for thePe51.22 versus
the Pe53.67 case. Except when noted, results are for
Pe53.67 case. The Bond number is less than unity so
expect minimal deformation of the drop by the applied bo
force.

Figure 2 shows mean density contours. Most of the d
sity change from liquid to vapor occurs over about 6r o ,
which would be 20 Å for liquid argon. There is reasonab
agreement with our anticipated contact angle ofu583° and
near symmetry at wetting and de-wetting. Advancing a

FIG. 1. Flow schematic. Periodic boundary conditions are used to mode
infinite two-dimensional roll of fluid.

TABLE I. Flow parameters: external force applied to each fluid atomf ,
capillary numberCa5mU/g, Weber numberWb5rU2H/g, Peclet num-
berPe5UH/D, and Bond numberBo5rabH2/g, whereU is the speed of
the liquid–vapor interface relative to the wall,H is the r50.5(rv1r l)
height of the droplet,ab is the applied acceleration that drives the flow,D is
the auto-diffusivity of this Lennard-Jones liquid, andm is the liquid’s vis-
cosity. Lennard-Jonesm, g and D are assumed to be as reported for bu
~Refs. 9 and 15!.

f @«/s31025# Ca Wb Pe Bo

17.1 0.023 0.0012 1.22 0.066
5.7 0.072 0.012 3.76 0.200
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receding contact angles differ by less than 10°. Little asy
metry is expected since the Bond number is small and
surface is obviously free of roughness, chemical inhomo
neities, or deposited solutes all of which which are though
augment contact line hysteresis.8

Figure 3~a! shows streamlines for the high-force cas
We see a flow similar to that observed macroscopical1

There is a clear rolling motion in the drop. There is a divi
ing streamline that originates at the wetting common line a
extends into the vapor being displaced by the liquid, b
we also see an evaporation of fluid through the advanc
interface in close qualitative agreement with phase-fi
models.5–7 At the wetting common line in Fig. 3~b!, the
streamlines in fluid with less than approximately half t
mean liquid–vapor density exit above the advancing co
mon line. Thus, the fluid velocity is different than the inte
face velocity, which like slip can relieve the stress sing
larity.5,6

At de-wetting, however, we see a different behav
@Fig. 3~c!#. Macroscopic observations show that a dividin
streamline originates in the vapor phase and terminates a
receding contact line. However, we observe no such injec
of fluid toward the de-wetting common line. Instead, there
an evaporative flow of fluid out of the droplet from the r
ceding contact line, which would counteract the injection
fluid toward this point. The entire domain of this simulatio
is much smaller than what can be observed in an experim
so it is not surprising that such an evaporative flux has
been observed. If this simulation were of a larger drop,
anticipate that this evaporative ejection would meet an inj
tion further away from the contact line.

Linearized phase-field models predict wetting and d
wetting to be symmetric, but simulations incorporating no
linearity are reported to show asymmetric behavior.5 For de-
wettingCa.0.008 de-wetting contact line fails and switch
to a film formation behavior. Here we see a strong evapo
tive flux out of the de-wetting contact line, which could p
tentially form a wall film for some parameters. Howeve
preliminary results still show substantial evaporation ev
for significantly greater fluid–solid affinity.

In the lowerPe case@Fig. 3~d!#, the region with mass
flux through the liquid–vapor interface becomes more ext
sive, as anticipated by phase-field models. In the Cah
Hilliard–van der Waals diffuse mean-field framework th
mobility k, which is proportional to the diffusivity, sets th

an

FIG. 2. Contours of density: eight evenly spaced contours between 0.r l

2rv)1rv and 0.9(r l2rv)1rv . The straight lines are drawn at exactly th
anticipated contact angle of 83°.y50 is the mean position of the top wal
atoms. The jagged contours near the wall are due to wall induced orderin
the fluid ~Ref. 10!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp



L35Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 The atomic detail of a wetting/de-wetting flow
FIG. 3. Streamlines:~a! high-force case;~b! close-up of wetting in high-force case;~c! close-up of de-wetting in high-force case; and~d! low-force case.
Dotted lines show the 10, 50, and 90 percent density contours.
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scale (;k1/2) and intensity (;k21/2) of the chemical poten-
tial that drives a phase changing mass flux through
interface.5 Thus we anticipate a change in the transport of
droplet along the surface as we tip the balance between
fusive and convective fluxes as parametrized byPe, the
higherPe case being, of course, more directly relevant to
macroscopic case.

Evaporation and condensation are more precisely qu
tified by the material derivative of the density,

Dr

Dt
52r¹•u, ~1!

which will be negative where there is a net evaporative fl
and positive where there is a net condensation flux. The c
tours in Fig. 4 show that there is indeed substantial
evaporation near the receding contact line and there is ev
ration above the advancing contact line.Dtr is positive at the
advancing contact line where the wall film is absorbed i
the droplet as shown by the streamlines in the firstr o above
the wall in Fig. 3~b!. For our «s f , this layer is made of
scattered fluid atoms that sit on the wall and assume ne
the wall velocity. They enter the droplet at the advanc

FIG. 4. Dtr52r¹•u, showing regions of significant expansion~evapora-
tion! and compression~condensation!. Contours are evenly spaced leve
with increment 5.731025A«m/s4. Positive contours are dashed. The ze
contour is omitted. The data were smoothed before plotting.
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contact line, but their residence time is short and they do
seem to be dynamically significant. Away from the conta
lines on the top of the drop, there is a distributed net c
densation, which preserves the overall mass balance.
thermodynamics of the phase change have not yet been
vestigated.

Slip near the contact line is a convenient boundary c
dition for continuum models, but slip has only been observ
directly in atomistic simulations of immiscible fluids.10,12

Figure 5~a! shows the region where the wall strain rate
high in advance of the wetting common line. This is whe
phase-field models also suggest that there would be the h
est strain rate and possibly slip. Figure 5~b! shows velocity
profiles. We see that there is a relatively large jump close
the wall suggestive of a slip velocity ahead of the drop. T

FIG. 5. ~a! Contours showing region of high~negative! shear stress: three
contours from20.006A«/s2m to 20.010A«/s2m, which is close to the
maximum~negative! wall shear. The positive peak was only 0.002A«/s2m
at x527.2r o , which is just behind the de-wetting contact line.~b! Velocity
profiles suggesting slip in advance of wetting contact line.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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L36 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 Jonathan B. Freund
maximum observedus across a single atomic thickness
us'0.009A«/m. The slip length13 defined byus /l5]yu is
estimated to bel'2s, but precision is not possible due t
the coarseness of bins used to accumulate statistics. Jus
hind the de-wetting contact line there is a monolayer of fl
atoms that are actually moving slightly faster than the w
which might also be interpreted as a slip, though of les
degree than before the drop.

So, we have shown that for this case of a liquid drop
equilibrium with its own vapor that evaporation and conde
sation are substantial components of the flow and at wet
appear to act as anticipated in phase-field models of mo
contact line flows.5,7 The evaporative flux above the advan
ing contact line will in part relieve the stress singularity
the wetting contact line, though we also observe some sli
the gas phase. We do not observe as significant a slip a
de-wetting contact line. Instead, there is a substantial eva
rative flux at this common line. Closer comparison w
phase-field model predictions is warranted.

The drop we have considered is obviously many tim
smaller than can be studied in experiment. However, we
ticipate that for drops of more realistic sizes there will be
region of scale, such thatPe,'1 where the phenomen
that we observe are significant, as least for miscible flu
Previous work using atomistic simulations10,12 in the immis-
cible limit suggest that there is only a small region of s
that relieves the stress singularity. Here we find both slip
evaporative flux. A further examination of cases between
present highly soluble system and immiscible systems is n
essary before firm statements about the general mecha
can be made. We anticipate slip models for immiscible flui
such as the recent proposal of Cox,3 to be more applicable in
this limit.

Future work on less miscible fluids should also consi
the recent surface tension relaxation model
Shikhmurzaev,14 which was designed for this case. In th
present simulations, we have computed the mean force
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the atoms in the diffuse layers, which is a measure of
local surface tension and can thus show how it changes
the wall. We find that like the geometry this force is nea
symmetric for wetting versus de-wetting. It also only vari
slowly like the curvature to within;1.5r o of the wall, so if
there is significant surface tension relaxation, it occurs wit
an atomic diameter or so of the wall atoms. This is less th
the thickness of the diffuse interface.
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